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ABSTRACT

Specific Aims:
1) To identify and characterize the functional neuroanatomic networks most strongly correlated with objective cognitive fatigue using event related potentials (ERPs).
2) To determine the neurophysiologic mechanisms underlying objective cognitive fatigue using the variable signal plus ongoing activity (VSPOA) model.
3) To investigate the relationship of GABAergic and glutamatergic neural transmission to objective cognitive fatigue and network pathology.

Results of Findings:
1) We have developed a novel unifying taxonomy to clarify and standardize fatigue and fatigability terminology for research. (Manuscript published)
2) We have found that intraindividual variability (performance variability) is a more sensitive indicator of behavioral fatigability than change in response time or accuracy. (Manuscript published)
3) We have found that behavioral and physiological markers of cognitive control are impacted by prolonged cognitive task performance and mediate many performance changes. (Abstract published, manuscript under review)
4) Single trial ERP analyses reveal that noise (jitter) and amplitude changes both contribute to reductions in ERPs seen with prolonged cognitive performance. (manuscript in preparation)
5) Slowing of oscillatory activity, particularly in alpha frequencies, occurs over prolonged task and correlates with task performance. (manuscript in preparation)
6) We have identified ERP markers of compensation to fatigue. (manuscript in preparation)
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### Sub Contractors (DD882)
Scientific Progress

Since the beginning of this project we have made the following scientific progress:

1) We have developed a novel unifying taxonomy to clarify and standardize fatigue and fatigability terminology for research. 1
2) We have found that intraindividual variability (performance variability) is a more sensitive indicator of behavioral fatigability than change in response time or accuracy. We have also found on the basis of reaction time (RT) distributions that RT outliers drive apparent slowing in fatigue tasks.2
3) We have found that behavioral and physiological markers of cognitive control are impacted by prolonged cognitive task performance and mediate many performance changes. (Abstract published, manuscript under review)3, 4
4) Single trial ERP analyses reveal that noise (jitter) and amplitude changes both contribute to reductions in ERPs seen with prolonged cognitive performance. (manuscript in preparation)
5) Slowing of oscillatory activity, particularly in alpha frequencies, occurs over prolonged task and correlates with task performance. Contrary to our initial predictions, coherence, particularly in lower frequencies, also increases over the course of prolonged performance. (manuscript in preparation)
6) We have identified ERP markers brain activity specifically engaged for compensation of mental fatigue. (abstract under review, manuscript in preparation)
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Technology Transfer
Scientific Progress and Accomplishments

Since the beginning of this project we have made the following scientific progress:

1) We have developed a novel unifying taxonomy to clarify and standardize fatigue and fatigability terminology for research.  

2) We have found that intraindividual variability (performance variability) is a more sensitive indicator of behavioral fatigability than change in response time or accuracy. We have also found on the basis of reaction time (RT) distributions that RT outliers drive apparent slowing in fatigue tasks.

3) With our primary task (cued Stroop) we have found 4 topographically and functionally distinct ERP markers of proactive cognitive control. (manuscript under review)

4) We have found that behavioral and physiological markers of cognitive control are impacted by prolonged cognitive task performance and mediate many performance changes. (Abstract published, manuscript under review)

5) Single trial ERP analyses reveal that noise (jitter) and amplitude changes both contribute to reductions in ERPs seen with prolonged cognitive performance. (manuscript in preparation)

6) Slowing of oscillatory activity, particularly in alpha frequencies, occurs over prolonged task and correlates with task performance. Contrary to our intial predictions, coherence, particularly in lower frequencies, also increases over the course of prolonged performance. (manuscript in preparation)

7) We have identified ERP markers brain activity specifically engaged for compensation of mental fatigue. (abstract under review, manuscript in preparation)
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